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CLEAR™ is the only screen protector that puts a radiation shield between
your head and your phone.
CLEAR™ is a radiation shield that PROTECTS the user from as much as 100%
of cellular radiation emissions from reaching your head and brain, which
means less potential harm to your health.
CLEAR™ does not absorb the radiation. It redirects the smartphone signal
along with the radiation out and away from you. This redirection also
concentrates and provides a stronger usable signal generating good to
excellent connections in nearly all circumstances.
As CLEAR™ strengthens your signal, your smartphone works less and the
drain on your battery is reduced. Now your phone can last longer between
charges…up to 40% longer.
CLEAR™ PROVIDES a stronger usable signal, up to 16dB stronger, generating
good to excellent connections in nearly all circumstances.
CLEAR™ redirects the radiation up and away, enhancing the signal strength of
your phone.
CLEAR™ eliminates user frustration over poor call quality and long data
download times.
CLEAR™ is the first smartphone screen protector with embedded technology
that PROTECTS you from potentially harmful radiation, PROVIDES your phone
a stronger signal, and PROLONGS your battery charge.
CLEAR™ is 99% transparent to the human eye.
It does not affect sound clarity or the use of your touch screen.
CLEAR™ does not weaken your signal. It simply redirects radio waves away
from you while your smartphone is being used. And, while doing that it
actually improves your phone’s signal and improves the useable time
between battery charges.
CLEAR™, with its patent pending anti-radiation technology, incorporates a
signal booster within its screen protector so you don’t have to purchase and
install bulky devices to stay better connected.
Boosting the signal means the phone does not require as much power to
function resulting in more useable battery time between charges, up to 40%
longer! So if your smartphone’s battery normally averages 15 hours between
charges, with CLEAR™ it could average an additional 6 hours before needing
a charge!
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